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ABOUT OUR CLUB – SYNOPSIS ON PURPOSE AND GOALS

In This Issue…

The Sleepy Hollow German Shorthaired Pointer Club is a “not for profit” Breed
Specific Dog Club. We were founded in 1988 by a small unit of very dedicated GSP
people. Throughout the years, we have grown to expand our horizons as we continue to
promote the health and welfare of the Versatile GSP.
The Sleepy Hollow GSPC, is an American Kennel Club Sanctioned Specialty Breed
Club. SHGSPC is also a member club of the German Shorthaired Pointer Club of
America. We promote the responsible breeding of the purebred GSP. We urge
members and breeders to accept the standard of the breed approved by the American
Kennel Club, as the only standard of excellence. The SHGSP Club conducts
Sanctioned Specialty Breed Shows, Obedience Trials, and Field Events held under the
Rules and Regulations of the American Kennel Club.
Our Club is about… Good Sportsmanship - Our members, their enjoyment of the
sport and willingness of their dogs. Education - Learning through the exchange of
knowledge within the membership.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE – KIMBERLY PETTS

Dear Members:
Hello All, spring is springing and I am so happy to see the weather changing but most importantly hearing that the
vaccines for covid are going ahead. Let's hope that brings us somewhat back to normal very soon. It's with a heavy
heart that I have to tell you that our summer show in New Paltz has been canceled. The show site is being used a a
vaccination center. The show committee are working to see if we can re-schedule it and I will let you know as soon as
we have a solution. Fingers crossed that Westminster is going to go ahead in June. It it does, good luck to all but
especially our members. It would be wonderful if a Sleepy Hollow member could bring home that ribbon again this
year! And lastly, we are always looking for articles or stories to publish in the newsletter, don't be shy, email Karen
Reilly with your contributions.....stories, suggestions, dog news, grumbles, anything you’ve got! Take care and see you
on our zoom meeting in April.
Kimberly
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BOARD MEETING MINUTES – SANDY CLARK
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BOARD MEETING MINUTES, CONTINUED
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT – BARBARA VANBLARCUM
How long have you been in Shorthairs? My parents bought their first Shorthair in 1966 from Robin Crest Kennels, and he later
became an owner handled DC, DC Kajobar Von Stoney Brook. I have had a GSP Since that time with the exception of a few
years while my children were growing up.
How did you choose your kennel name? Ray Scarth and I live on Rose Mountain Road in Big Indian, NY, and when Cali had
her first litter we decided to use Rose Mountain in their registered names, and it went on from there.
Funniest moment in the show ring/rally/hunt test? Funniest moment when I did a complete tumblesault in the show ring on the
go around.
Favorite show site and why? Love the New Paltz show site, Closest to home and our Specialty show is held there.
What's been keeping you busy during lockdown? Getting caught up on work and last summer having my first garden in a long
time.
Proudest "dog mum" moment? There are many proud moments for me, but winning BOS at Westminister with Cali in 2011
with me at the end of her lead was a special one. We just lost our beautiful girl, GCHB Edelmarke Blaze of Glory, a few weeks
ago, and I will always remember that special day. My Diamond, NSC MBISS GCHS Rose Mountain's Stelor Royal Diamond,
JH, winning the nationals in 2015 in Denver was one of my proudest moments!

CALI

DIAMOND
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT CONTINUED

Would you rather judge a conformation show or hunt test? I would rather judge conformation as I have not run
many of my dogs in hunt tests. Ray does that for us.
Any funny zoom moments with the dogs? Funny zoom moments are Anna comes up and licks my arms when I'm on
a call. Lucky the participants can't see her. Cats are more funny, they have leaped up onto the keyboard numerous
times!!
Which character in the "Best in Show" movie would you be? I think in Best in Show I would be the girl with the
busy bee. When I lose things I am crazy looking for them.
Also I would add, I grew up with parents who became crazy dog people before we moved upstate, and continued my
love of these crazy dogs. Out of three siblings, I am the only one who continued on with having GSPs, and my parents
were so proud when I followed in their footsteps. They were very proud of Cali, who is a direct descendant of their
first shorthair Blaze, and all of her puppies who have done so well!! They loved to go to the shows with us. I miss
them very much.
THANK YOU BARBARA!

Happy Spring!
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RALLY ……VIRTUALLY! DENISE AVERY

This crazy pandemic we are amidst certainly has changed what we do and how we do it. So much is now
done “virtually”—via computer. Kids go to school virtually, we hold our meetings virtually—some like it,
some don’t, but we have adapted for the most part and I do believe some of these changes just might
be long lasting.
With the vast limits imposed on gatherings last year, most AKC activities such as dog shows, obedience
and rally trials, agility trials etc. were pretty much non-existent until recently, and even now I believe
many folks hesitate to go. Luckily for some of us, the AKC has adapted as well. Virtual programs are
offered in Trick, Rally, Obedience, Agility and even Water Testing with titles being attainable in the first 4
mentioned. What a wonderful incentive for us to continue training our dogs and earning titles!
I personally tried out the Rally program. It started with the novice level and I was able to get a RN on
Mali back in November. They have since added the Intermediate, Advanced and Excellent levels,
although RAE and Master is not offered. There are 5 courses to choose from, you print out the maps
and the rally signs, set the course per the instructions, video your performance and submit it via a
Youtube video to the AKC with an online entry form. As with regular rally trials, 3 passing scores are
required for a title, the submitted performances must be 3 different courses. The AKC sends your
submission to a judge who will evaluate and score your performance.

Mali
No special equipment is needed, the rally signs can simply be laid on the ground as long as they are laid
out exactly as the map directs. Video can be taken by a phone or camera either held by a human or set
up stationary. I set mine up on a ladder making sure the full course was in view. I used both a phone
and a camera, the video from the camera was of much better quality—both were acceptable. I received
an email within a month of each submission with Mali’s score and a few weeks later, her certificate! I
have to admit, this was just perfect for a homebody like me! No traveling, no spending hours waiting
your turn and more waiting for scores and best of all, no exposing yourself or dogs to any nasty viruses!
Similar programs are offered for Trick titles, BN and CD in Obedience and ACT in Agility, check out the
requirements on akc.org.
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BRAGS

Jeff Drogin: Bailey achieved MACH 2 on December 28, 2020 handled by Jessica Ajoux
Mach2 Hubert’s Done it Right Regardless MXS MJS OF
Sire - GCHB DC AFC Hubert’s Everywhere I Go Regardless JH CA CGC
Dam – Sarah’s Brauna Regardless
Bailey is owned by Jan Mullen and Jeffrey Drogin

CONGRATULATIONS BAILEY!
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SERVICES
Have a service or business you’d like to promote? Know of an organization that our members may be interested in?
Here’s the place to promote it. Send info in to Denise or Karen.
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